“prevent” (Ear, Nose & Throat)

N3 Net Necessary & Needed

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT
Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master

The 3rd WORLD WAR against MOSQUITOES
Exceptions to D3 are Hostels & Houses with many occupants & tenants. There will not be any DOOR-SHUT-DISCIPLINE”

Doors always kept wide open which cannot be avoided

Then the prevent ENT SOLUTION is N3

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT
Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
Why ENT in “prevENT”?

In a place where more people live or stay (hostel) shared by many, D3 many not work. People may not cooperate and keep the doors closed.

Hence ENT which stands for Ear, Nose & Throat.

ENT represents your body parts and limbs including legs & stomach which receive mosquito poundings.

Hence N3 Net Necessary & Needed
If you cannot do EITHER

S3 OR D3

You have the next option & it is

Net- Necessary & Needed

East or West, NET is the BEST
No part of the body is spared starting from Ear, Nose & Throat, Leg, Hand, Thigh.

The solution is N 3
Net-Necessary & Needed
prevENT & hand, Leg & Face prevENT Mosquito landing on your

- Ear Bitten by Mosquito
- Nose being bitten by Mosquito
- Throat bitten by Mosquito
- Hand bitten by Mosquito
- Leg bitten by Mosquito
- Face bitten by Mosquito

Net Necessary & Needed

N 3
Why should we make Mosquito as MUSTQUITO?

MANLY HUMAN BITTEN BY MONSTROUS MOSQUITOES
Indoor preventive.

East or West. NET is the BEST.

One net per member. All get into their respective cage.

Children wrapped by nets.
Look at this man’s plight. He is covering his body with a mosquito net & carrying a mosquito bat.

Poor man's mosquito net
MOSQUITO-NET-DRESS is AVAILABLE
Is there a solution available which should be total & for the entire residential colony / neighbourhood?

YES, it is available!

Its name is "B3"